Since their introduction in 1971, retinoids have been extensively used for treatment of acne, psoriasis, skin aging, and certain types of cancers. Retinoids are a class of medications that are chemically derived from vitamin A and regulate numerous transcription factors including RAR and RXR located within the nucleus of various cells. Retinoids also contribute greatly to intercellular communication, allowing signaling to nearby cells by binding the nuclear receptors, therefore regulating epithelial cell growth and rate of proliferation.

The different topical retinoids available today are: retinol, tretinoin, adapalene, tazarotene, alitretinoin, and bexarotene. These come in cream, gel, and liquid forms. The medication is usually applied to the skin once a day about 20 to 30 minutes after cleansing your face. They are most commonly prescribed by dermatologist for mild to moderate acne.

**Mechanism:** The mechanism of action of topical retinoids is very complex. When applied topically, any deficiency in collagen that exists in the skin is partially improved. Among all the topical retinoids, tretinoin is the most potent and widely used therapy for photo-aging. Topical tretinoin plays a role in preventing further degradation of the dermal matrix damaged by UV exposure. Therefore, topical retinoids are very effective at slowing and preventing photo-aging due to UV exposure. This mechanism is explained through its interaction with the retinoic acid (RAR) and retinoid X receptors (RXR) located in the nucleus of the cell. These nuclear receptors increase the production of procollagen and function to block the release of inflammatory mediators.

Retinoids also act as comedolytic agents and work by unlogging blocked pores. They work synergistically with topical antibiotics to allow them to enter the pore and eradicate the underlying bacteria causing the acne breakout. This synergistic effect is very beneficial in the treatment of acne. According to research done in 2011, 55% of patients with acne who were treated by a dermatologist and 10% of patients with acne who were treated by primary care physicians, received topical retinoid therapy as a component to their acne treatment regimen. This evidence should be used to come up with a treatment protocol for acne that will greatly assist in the treatment outcome.

Retinoids also are used for treatment of pigmentary disorders such as post inflammatory hyperpigmentation, melasma, and actinic lentigines. A meta-analysis was performed in 2009 and it was found that there is sufficient evidence to support the use of topical retinoids for treatment of these pigmentary disorders as monotherapy or in combination with other topical medications.

In psoriasis, retinoids are essential in limiting the hyperproliferation and shedding of epidermal skin cells. Treatment with retinoids decreases inflammation and restores the normal epidermal differentiation that is absent in psoriatic lesions. Research continues to investigate an effective and accurate mechanism to differentiate and target specific nuclear receptors for control of cell growth and proliferation based on specific dermatologic conditions.

**Uses:** The following are some of the dermatologic uses for each topical retinoid.

- Retinol – acne, keratosis pilaris, fine wrinkles, hyperpigmentation
- Tretinoin – acne, keratosis pilaris, fine wrinkles, hyperpigmentation
- Adapalene – acne
- Tazarotene – acne, psoriasis
- Alitretinoin – Kaposi’s sarcoma
- Bexarotene – cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
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Side Effects: The irritation side effects from topical retinoids occur mainly from prolonged, high dose use. Side effects occur in a dose and concentration dependent fashion, with higher doses and concentrations contributing to the negative effects of these medications. These include:

- Excessive dryness of the skin
- Skin redness
- Scaling of the skin
- Pruritus (Itching)

The following occur in <10% of patients and are rare:

- Skin discoloration
- Photosensitivity to UV light
- Initial acne flare-up
- Eczema flare-up
- Swelling of the skin
- Blistering and stinging

Topical tretinoin does not appear to cause any birth defects due to its rapid metabolism by the skin; however, few reports of fetal defects have been reported. Topical tretinoin can be used for acne in pregnant patients if the benefit to the mother out weights the risk to the fetus. It should never be used during pregnancy to treat fine wrinkles, hyperpigmentation, or skin roughness.

Retinoids are widely used in medicine and play a very important role in treating disease not just limited to the skin. Although first line for many different skin conditions, therapy should be tailored to individual patients based on the side effect profile. Due to individual variability, some people may experience better overall results with the use of different retinoid therapies. It is important not to forget that overuse of this medication can lead to the development of chronic skin dryness, irritation, and discoloration. If any of these side effects are noticed, contact your physician immediately.